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Abstract— In car racing, blocking refers to maneuvers that
can prevent, disturb or possibly block an overtaking action by
an incoming car. In this paper, we present an advanced overtak-
ing behavior that is able to deal with opponents implementing
advanced blocking strategies. The behavior we developed has
been integrated in an existing fuzzy-based architecture for
driving simulated cars and tested using The Open Car Racing
Simulator (TORCS). We compared a driver implementing our
overtaking strategy against six of the bots available in the
TORCS distribution and simplix, a state-of-the-art bot which
won the 2009 TORCS Endurance World Championship. The
comparison was carried out against opponents implementing
three blocking strategies of increasing difficulty. The results we
present show that our strategy can overtake the opponent car
in all the considered scenarios. In contrast, all the other bots
can complete the overtaking maneuvers in only less than 40%
of the cases. Our strategy is slightly more risky than others
and may result in limited rear and lateral damage. Other more
cautious drivers receive almost no damage, however they can
overtake only around 30% of the cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

Overtaking plays a key role in the development of the
artificial intelligence (AI) for racing games. Overtaking skills
are essential for the development of successful controllers
[1] but they are also extremely important in terms of AI
believability and players’ satisfaction. Alas, overtaking is
very complex and difficult to program in that it requires the
cooperative management of all the vehicle actuators and has
to deal with a large variety of unexpected, challenging, and
dangerous situations. An analysis of the most competitive
bots available for TORCS [2] (a state-of-the-art open source
car racing simulator) shows that even the most advanced
drivers (e.g., the winner of the the 2009 TORCS Endurance
World Championship) might fail in dealing with simple but
very common scenarios, such as those involving opponents
with blocking capabilities.

Blocking is a rather typical maneuver in racing games
that is frequently employed both by human players and non-
playing characters. The term identifies all those strategies
that a driver can use to prevent, disturb or possibly block an
overtaking action by an incoming car. Blocking strategies are
typically implemented by adapting the vehicle trajectory so
as to block the racing line chosen by the incoming vehicle.
An analysis we performed on seven of the most competitive
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drivers available for TORCS [2] shows that while most of
these drivers implement reliable overtaking strategies, their
performance is dramatically reduced when facing opponents
implementing even simple blocking strategies.

In this work, we studied the development of an advanced
overtaking behavior, implemented using a fuzzy system, that
can overtake challenging opponents implementing blocking
strategies of increasing difficulty. In particular, we considered
three blocking strategies: (i) limited blocking, which adapts
to the opponent’s trajectory but avoids going too near to
the track borders (so that the incoming car has still some
chance of completing the overtaking maneuver); (ii) slowly
reactive blocking, which adapts to the opponent’s trajectory
with a delay of one second but has no limitation and can
completely block the overtaking maneuver; (iii) fully reactive
blocking, which adapts to the opponent’s trajectory with no
delay and no limitation. We compared a simple driver using
our overtaking behavior against seven of the best drivers
available for The Open Car Racing Simulator (TORCS) [2]
in terms of percentage of overtakes successfully completed;
percentage of rear damage and lateral damage suffered by
the overtaking car; and the time to complete the maneuver.
Our results show that our overtaking strategy can successfully
overtake a blocking opponent. In contrast, all the other bots
can complete the overtaking maneuvers in only less than
40% of the cases. Our strategy is slightly more risky than
the ones used by other drivers and may result in some rear
and lateral damage. However, more cautious drivers, which
receive almost no damage, can overtake only in around 30%
of the cases.

II. RELATED WORK

In the recent years, several works have been focusing on
car racing games [3], [4], [1], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13]. The range of techniques applied in this
area covers the entire Computational Intelligence field and
includes neural networks [1], [4], fuzzy [9], [10], [11], [12],
evolutionary algorithms [3], [6], supervised learning [5], [7],
[8], etc.

There are however only few works with a specific focus
on the study of overtaking behaviors. Cardamone et al. [1]
applied NEAT to evolve a neural network that can overtake
in different parts of a track. The overtaking behavior was
activated on top of a main driving behavior each time an
opponent was closer above a defined threshold. Loiacono et
al.[14] applied reinforcement learning to learn two overtaking
behaviors: (i) overtaking on a straight exploiting the drag
effect of the opponent; (ii) overtaking close to a turn using
braking delay. Recently, Onieva et al. [9] introduced a
modular architecture to develop a complete racing behavior
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by means of a fuzzy system. The architecture includes a
specific module that implements the overtaking behavior by
adjusting or replacing the outputs of the driving modules in
presence of opponents.

III. BLOCKING BEHAVIOR

Overtaking is a complex maneuver whose success heavily
depends on the behavior of the opponents which can react
in different ways in order to prevent the overtake.

A rather typical overtaking situation involves an oppo-
nent that performs a blocking maneuver to prevent being
overtaken: as soon as the opponent is approached by the
overtaker, the former modifies his direction to block the
racing line followed by the latter. In this work, we tackle the
development of an overtaking behavior capable of dealing
with such a complex scenario. In particular, we considered
opponents implementing three blocking strategies of increas-
ing difficulty: limited, slowly reactive, and fully reactive.
Drivers implementing a limited blocking strategy mimic the
trajectory followed by the overtaker but, to avoid possible
collisions, they keep a safety distance from the borders of the
track that is larger than the width of a car. Therefore, despite
reacting very quickly to the overtaker actions, opponents
with limited blocking capabilities always leave the overtaker
the chance to pass. Drivers implementing a slowly reactive
blocking strategy change their direction only once every
second on the basis of the current position of the overtaker
on the track. This strategy leads to a rather realistic behavior
that, instead of mimicking the opponent trajectory, reacts
to the overtaker actions with sudden changes of direction
after a reasonable delay. Finally, drivers implementing a
fully reactive blocking strategy mimic the trajectory of the
overtaker exactly but their actions are not limited nor de-
layed. Accordingly, they can both block the incoming car
completely and may also cause collisions.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 provides an overview of the architecture of the
proposed system. It is based on a classical three-layers
hierarchy architecture: a perception layer where the input
signals are acquired from the sensors, a control layer where
actions are taken based on the input signals and an actuation
layer that acts upon the vehicle control elements.

The perception layer receives positions and speeds of the
cars from TORCS engine. The decision layer is composed
by a fuzzy system, explained in detail in Section V, that
computes the target speed and the target deviation. These
values are sent to the actuation layer, composed of three
simple modules, each of which controls gear, pedals (throttle
and brake unified) and steering.

The decision layer is based on a computational model of
a fuzzy co-processor named ORBEX (Spanish acronym for
Fuzzy Experimental Computer)[15]. Driving strategies can
be defined and implemented by means of if ... then ... rules
in a quasi-natural language, for instance:

If speed error more than null then throttle up

Fig. 1. Overview of the system architecture.

where the terms in italic are fuzzy variables, the terms in
bold are ORBEX language keywords, and the terms in plain
script are linguistic variable values. The terms in the first
part of the rule (i.e., before the keyword then) are input
variables, while terms on the right part are output variables.
The inference engine performs the fuzzy computations and
assigns singleton values to the output variables.

The t-norm minimum and the t-conorm maximum are
used to implement and and or operators. Mamdani-type
inference [16] is used, and the defuzzification operator is the
center of mass. In the system, input membership function
are shaped with trapezoids and output membership functions
with singletons [17]. Therefore, the crisp value of yout of an
output variable is calculated as shown in (1).

yout =
∑

yi · wi∑
wi

(1)

where wi represents the weight of the i-th rule and yi is the
value of the output y inferred by the i-th rule.

Sugeno [18] proved that fuzzy systems modeled with
singleton consequents are a special case of systems modeled
with trapezoidal consequents and that they have the same
expressive power. In particular, Sugeno suggested that trape-
zoidal consequents are necessary only to use fuzzy terms in
the consequents of the rules, which is not the case in this
work. Singletons based fuzzy systems are very commonly
used in practical control system applications [19], [20], [21],
[22] because they allow fast calculations and as well as an
easy and understandable design of controllers.

V. FUZZY CONTROLLER DESIGN

This section explains in detail the architecture of the fuzzy
controller. The controller, and in particular rules and member-
ship functions, has been designed by a human expert. In par-
ticular, the parameters used to encode rules and membership
functions were not fully optimized, but they were designed
to keep the controller as simple as possible to understand and
to represent. In addition, rules were designed to be reliable
with respect to small changes in the membership functions
as well as to possible errors in the sensors readings.
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A. Input and Output Variables

Let (xo, yo) and (xb, yb) be respectively the positions of the
overtaker and of the blocking opponent, where x denotes the
distance from the start line along the track and y the deviation
with respect to the center of the track. It is defined Dx as
the distance between both vehicles along the track (xo−xb).
Taking into account lengths of the vehicles (lo = lb = len),
three linguistic situations are described: (i) if (Dx < −len)
the overtaker has passed the opponent and the maneuver
can be finalized without risk; (ii) if (−len < Dx < len)
both vehicles are circulating in parallel; (iii) if (Dx > len)
the overtaker is behind the opponent. Three trapezoidal
membership functions are used to codify Dx, they are shown
in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Membership function used to codify Dx.

The speed difference between both vehicles (diffspeed =
(ẋ1 − ẋ2)) in m/s is used to calculate the variable Time
to Collision (TtC = Dx/diffspeed), that represents the
remaining time in seconds until both cars are in the same
x. This variable is codified by four membership functions as
shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3. Membership function used to codify TtC .

The distance Dy represents the lateral position of the
overtaker vehicle with respect to the opponent (yb − yo),
in meters. Depending on the value of Dy and the vehicle’s
width (wo = wb = wid), we can define five cases:

• If (Dy < −wid) then the blocking car is in the right
part from the overtaker without crash possibility.

• If (−wid < Dy < 0) then the blocking car is in the
right, but both cars can crash.

• If (Dy = 0) then the opponent is just behind or in front.
• If (0 < Dy < wid) then the blocking car is on the left

with crash risk.
• If (wid < Dy) then the blocking car is on the left,

without crash risk.
Dy is codified using the five membership functions as

shown in Figure 4.
Current deviation (CD) of the overtaker is also considered

with the aim of knowing the free space by each side. This
position is normalized with respect to the track width, so
(CD = 0) means that the vehicle is in the center of the road,

Fig. 4. Membership function used to codify Dy .

(CD < 0) that it is in the left part of the road and vice
versa. To codify this variable has been used eight functions
as shown in figure 5.

Fig. 5. Membership function used to codify CD .

The fuzzy system calculates target deviation (TD) values
to send to a lower level layer in charge of acting over the
steering wheel; this values are normalized with respect to
the track width (TD ∈ [−1, 1]). Nine singletons codify this
output variable, they are shown in figure 6 (top). Emergency
pedals actions (EP ) is codified with two singletons as shown
in figure 6 (bottom); they represent respectively, to act with
maximum value over the throttle and brake, in order to
perform an emergency acceleration or deceleration. While
this value is zero, the car will manage pedals like driving
alone.

Fig. 6. Membership functions used to codify TD (top) and EP (bottom).

B. Rule Base

Rule base is built by means of the four input variables
(Dx, TtC , Dy , and CD) presented previously.

It is important to note that in case (Dx = Back or TtC =
Safe) no overtaking actions must be performed because the
opponent is either behind or too far.

In case (TtC = Situate) the driver aims to reach a safe
lateral position suitable to start the overtaking maneuver. In
case the opponent is moving toward one border of the track,
the rules will lead to attempt the overtaking maneuver on the
opposite border of the track. Rules implemented in this case
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are shown in Table I, where columns represent the variable
CD and the rows the variable Dy . No pedals actions are
performed in this case.

TABLE I
TD FUZZY RULES IN CASE TtC = Situate.

CD / Dy Left2 Left1 Center Right1 Right2

Left4 Left4 Left3 Left3 Center Left4
Left3 Left3 Left2 Left2 Center Left4
Left2 Left2 Left2 Left1 Center Left3
Left1 Left1 Center Right1 Left2 Left2
Right1 Right2 Right2 Right1 Center Right1
Right2 Right3 Center Right1 Right1 Right2
Right3 Right4 Center Right2 Right2 Right3
Right4 Right4 Center Right3 Right3 Right4

When (TtC = Avoid) the two vehicles are too close. If
(Dy = Left2 or Right2) both vehicles are separated enough
to perform the overtake without risk and, the current CD

value will be maintained with no pedals actions (EP ). This
is obtained by eight rules generated as:

IF(TtC = Avoid)AND(Dy = Left2ORDy = Right2)
AND(CD = TAG)THEN(TD = TAG),

where TAG = (Left1,2,3,4 ∪ Right1,2,3,4).
Rules for case (TtC = Avoid and Dx = Near) are

reported in Table II. These rules will allow the vehicle to
overtake in a proper way, increasing or decreasing the current
speed when necessary.

TABLE II
TD AND EP FUZZY RULES IN CASE TtC = Avoid AND Dx = Near.

CD / Dy Left1 Center Right1

Left4 Center + Slow Center + Slow Right1 + Fast
Left3 Center + Slow Center + Slow Right1 + Fast
Left2 Left4 + Fast Right4 + Slow Right1 + Fast
Left1 Left4 + Fast Right4 Right1 + Fast
Right1 Left1 + Fast Right4 Right4 + Fast
Right2 Left1 + Fast Left2 + Slow Right4 + Fast
Right3 Left1 + Fast Center + Slow Center + Slow
Right4 Left1 + Fast Center + Slow Center + Slow

In order to finish the maneuver cautiously, once both
vehicles are driving parallels, when the opponent is on the
right side, rules lead the overtaker very close to left border,
and vice versa. This is implemented by the following rules:

• IF Dx = Parallel AND (Dy = Right1 OR Dy =
Right2) THEN TD = Left4

• IF Dx = Parallel AND (Dy = Left1 OR Dy =
Left2) THEN TD = Right4

Additionally, an emergency braking action is carried out
when the blocking car is just in front and very close,
according to the following rule: IF (Dx = Near AND
Dy = Center) THEN EP = Slow.

VI. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

We performed a set of experiments to compare our over-
taking behavior against six of the best bots distributed with

TABLE III
OVERTAKING AN OPPONENT WITH THE limited BEHAVIOR.

fuzzy berniw bt inferno olethros simplix tita
lliaw

%S 100 0 0 0 0 100 0
%Bf

D 91.7 100 100 100 100 100 100
%Lf

D 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

TORCS and simplix, a state-of-the-art bot which won the
2009 TORCS Endurance World Championship. In particular,
all the bots considered in this paper have been specifically
developed for TORCS and implement (following slightly
different approaches) the typical controller architecture used
also in commercial racing game [23], i.e., searching for the
best racing line to follow on the track. All the experiments
were performed on a straight stretch, 15m wide and 2800m
long; all the drivers used the same car model car1-trb1
available in the TORCS distribution. Each experiment was
divided into a set of trials each one involving two cars:
one controlled by an overtaking bot (the overtaker); one
controlled by an opponent driver implementing one of the
three blocking strategies we considered (Section III). At the
beginning of each trial, both cars were positioned in the
center of the track; the overtaking car was d meters behind
the opponent (d ∈ {80, 100, 120, . . . , 300}). Both cars had
an initial speed of 170km/h; the opponent was programmed
to maintain the initial speed but was allowed to change
its trajectory to block the incoming vehicle as soon as the
distance between the two cars was less than 75m. Each trial
runs until either (i) the opponent reached the end of the
straight without having been overtaken; or (ii) the overtaking
car has successfully completed the maneuver and was 50m
ahead of the opponent. Thus, each experiment consisted of
96 trials, i.e., 12 trials (one for each value of d) for 8 possible
overtaking drivers.

During each experiment, for each driver, we measured the
percentage of overtakings successfully completed; the per-
centage of rear damage and lateral damage suffered during
the maneuvers; and the time to complete the overtakings.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the results of the experiments
we performed to evaluate our overtaking strategy. Our anal-
ysis takes into account seven bots (berniw, bt, inferno, lliaw,
Olethros, Tita, and simplix) and three opponents implement-
ing the limited, slowly reactive, and fully reactive blocking
strategies.

A. Limited Blocking

An opponent with a limited blocking strategy tries to make
overtaking difficult but it does not block the overtaking action
completely. For this purpose, it adapts its trajectory to the one
followed by the incoming car (the overtaker) but it avoids
going too close (i.e., less than 4.5m) to the track borders.

Table III reports the performance of our controller (re-
ported as fuzzy) against the other seven bots considered
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in this work; %S represents the percentage of successful
overtakes performed; %Bf

D represents the percentage of ex-
periments carried out without rear damage; %Lf

D represents
the percentage of experiments carried out without lateral
damage. Although this blocking behavior is pretty simple
and allows for the completion of overtaking actions, all the
bots available with the TORCS distribution fail to complete
any overtake. Only our controller (fuzzy) and simplix, one
of the best controllers available for TORCS, completed all
the overtakes. All the other controllers remained in the back
following the blocking vehicle, without crashing with it.
None of the controllers we considered received any lateral
damage. Our controller, fuzzy, received some limited lateral
damage only in one out of the 12 experiments preformed,
namely when d = 120.

Figure 7 shows the maximum difference between the
speed of the two vehicles (the overtaker and the opponent)
before the overtake occurs (note that, Inferno, Lliaw and Tita
have exactly the same speed difference, so their lines are
superimposed). The reported speed differences ranges from
50 km/h, when the initial distance is 80 meters, to more than
100 km/h, when the initial distance is 300m. Accordingly, all
the bots considered are in principle capable to overtake the
opponent, in that they reach it with enough speed difference
to perform an overtaking maneuver.

It is interesting to analyze the overtaking strategies em-
ployed by fuzzy and simplix to reach a 100% overtaking
success rate. As an example, Figure 8 compares the trajec-
tories of our controller (upper) and simplix (lower) on the
same overtaking setup; the labels report the time-stamp (in
seconds) and the red lines represent the occluding vehicle. As
can be noted, simplix can successfully overtake the opponent
because it immediately moves to one side of the track and
maintains the same trajectory until the overtake is completed.
In contrast, our fuzzy controller performs a more advanced
maneuver to get around the blocking. At the beginning, until
time-stamp 8, fuzzy performs the typical overtaking maneu-
ver: finding that the opponent is on its trajectory it changes
direction and starts the overtaking. As fuzzy is getting close,
the opponent starts its blocking action (time-stamp 10). At
this point, our controller moves in the opposite direction
and when the opponent performs another blocking action,
our controller changes direction again (at time-stamp 12)
following a wider trajectory that brings it slightly offtrack but
results in the completion of the overtaking action. Overall,
fuzzy implements a rather advanced and realistic strategy. In
fact, it almost appears as our bot performed a small deceiving
maneuver that basically entangled the opponent during the
second wider direction change.

Figure 9 compares the time fuzzy and simplix required
to complete the overtake maneuver for each initial setup; in
most of the cases, simplix is slightly faster than our controller.
Our analysis suggests that such a difference may be due to the
difference between the approaching speed of the two drivers
(see Figure 7); the only exception is the case with an distance
of 120m, where fuzzy slightly hits the opponent’s rear so as

TABLE IV
OVERTAKING AN OPPONENT WITH THE slowly reactive BEHAVIOR.

fuzzy berniw bt inferno olethros simplix tita
lliaw

%S 100 91.7 58.3 100 83.3 0 100
%Bf

D 91.7 33.3 66.7 41.7 100 100 50
%Lf

D 83.3 0 91.7 8.3 83.3 100 8.3

to slow down the overtaking action.

Fig. 7. Maximum speed difference against the limited opponent.

Fig. 8. Trajectories of the fuzzy controller (top) and simplix (bottom)
against the limited opponent and initial separation of 200m.

Fig. 9. Time to overtake against the limited opponent.

B. Slowly Reactive Blocking

An opponent with a slowly reactive blocking strategy
adapts its trajectory to block the overtaking bot with a delay
of one second; in contrast to the previous case, now the
opponent has no limitations and can drive very close to the
track borders so as to block the overtaking driver completely.

Table IV reports the performance of the bot using our
overtaking controller (reported as fuzzy) against the other
seven bots considered in this analysis. As can be noted, all the
drivers except simplix can exploit the delayed reaction of the
opponent and can thus complete some overtakes. However,
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the same delay is also the cause of severe damage to most of
the drivers. In fact, only olethros and simplix received no rear
damage while only simplix received no lateral damage. With
this setup, simplix cannot complete any overtake because
of its very cautious driving policy (in fact, it does not
receive any damage). Overall, it appears as our controller
fuzzy may provide the best trade-off as it can complete all
the overtaking maneuvers while receiving limited damage.
Figure 10 reports the time to complete the overtaking for each
possible configuration (no data point is reported for drivers
that did not complete the overtaking). As can be noted,
our controller (fuzzy) and olethros implement the fastest
overtaking strategies. bt performs similarly to fuzzy and
olethros only when the initial distance is greater than 180m.
All the other drivers are generally much slower. Figure 11
compares the overtaking behaviors of fuzzy, olethros, and
berniw against the slowly adaptive opponent when the initial
distance is 180m. As can be noted, our controller (top)
completes the overtaking in the lesser time while keeping
a rather safe lateral distance during the maneuver; olethros
is only a little bit slower but very competitive with respect
to our driver; berniw is much slower and drives too close to
the opponent so that it receives significant damage during the
maneuver (a 30% lateral damage and a 15% rear damage).

Fig. 10. Time to overtake against the slowly reactive opponent.

Fig. 11. Trajectories of the fuzzy (top), olethros (center) and berniw
(bottom) against the slowly reactive opponent and initial separation of 180m.

C. Fully Reactive Blocking

An opponent following a fully reactive blocking strategy
rapidly adapts its trajectory to block the incoming overtaking

TABLE V
OVERTAKING AN OPPONENT WITH THE fully reactive BEHAVIOR.

fuzzy berniw bt inferno olethros simplix tita
lliaw

%S 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
%Bf

D 91.7 100 100 100 100 100 100
%Lf

D 83.3 100 100 100 100 100 100

car. Compared to the previous cases, this type of opponent is
very challenging in that it can completely block an overtaking
action and can do it very quickly.

Table V reports the performance of all the bots we
considered. As can be noted, our controller (fuzzy) is the
only one capable of completing an overtaking maneuver for
each setup, while causing some rear damage only in one
case. In contrast, all the other controllers (even the very
advanced simplix) cannot complete an overtaking not even
once. Although the opponent presents a very challenging
behavior, the fuzzy controller overtakes in all the cases, and
produced a rear damage only in one case.

As an example, Figure 12 compares the trajectory followed
by our fuzzy controller (first from top), olethros (second
from top), berniw (third) and simplix (bottom). Our fuzzy
controller has a completely different and highly realistic
behavior when compared to the bots distributed with TORCS
(olethros and berniw) and the very competitive simplix. As
in other cases, our controller initially tries a rather standard
overtaking maneuver (until time-stamp 6), as the blocking
behavior begins, our driver tries to deceive the opponent by
initially moving to the right and then to the left with a wider
trajectory which allows for the completion of the maneuver.

Fig. 12. Trajectories of fuzzy (first from top) olethros (second from top),
berniw (third) and simplix (bottom) against the fully reactive opponent and
initial separation of 140m.
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TABLE VI
OVERALL OVERTAKING PERFORMANCE.

fuzzy berniw bt inferno olethros simplix tita
lliaw

%S 100 34.4 21.9 37.5 31.3 25 37.5
%Bf

D 90.6 75 87.5 78.1 100 100 81.3
%Lf

D 87.5 62.5 96.9 65.6 93.8 100 65.6

D. Discussion

Table VI summarizes the results of the three sets of
experiments; for each driver, the table reports the aver-
age performance achieved by each controller against the
three blocking strategies. As can be noted, only our fuzzy
controller can overtake in all the configurations considered
reaching 100% performance (%S). In contrast, all the other
bots can successfully overtake only in less than 40% of
the cases. This low performance is either due to a cautious
driving policy (this is the case of simplix and olethros which
receive almost no rear nor lateral damage) or to the inability
to deceive the blocking strategy. Overall, our fuzzy controller
takes some risks which result in limited rear and lateral
damage but can complete all the overtakes so as to provide
the best trade-off between the overtaking capabilities and the
damage suffered.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we developed an advanced overtaking be-
havior that can deal with complex scenarios involving op-
ponents with blocking capabilities. We considered oppo-
nents implementing three blocking strategies of increasing
difficulty (limited, slowly reactive, and fully reactive). The
behavior was implemented as a fuzzy-system integrated into
an existing driver. Our driver was then compared to seven
of the best drivers available for The Open Car Racing
Simulator in terms of percentage of overtakes successfully
completed, percentage of rear damage and lateral damage
suffered by the overtaking car, and the time to complete the
maneuver. The results we presented show that our system
can overtake in all the scenarios we considered; in contrast,
all the other bots (even the most advanced ones) complete
less than the 40% of maneuvers. Noticeably, our simple
overtaking behavior demonstrated some interesting emerging
behavior resulting into deceiving maneuvers that can entangle
the blocking opponent. Our study is preliminary as it only
considers overtaking on a straight stretch. However, our
study showed that existing overtaking strategies (even the
ones implemented by rather advanced drivers) are extremely
limited and that can be outperformed even by a simple set
of fuzzy-rules (as the ones we used).

Future research directions include more complex over-
taking tasks, such as overtaking before or during a bend,
as well as more realistic scenarios, such as overtaking in
a two-way road. In addition, future research will focus on
adapting dynamically the overtaking behavior to the current

race scenario, e.g., exploiting a careful behavior when the
car is damaged or the driver is leading the race.
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